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EX/S1-2 . Sawtooth, Neo-Classical Tearing Mode and Error Field Studies in JET

T. C. Hender, EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Cuiham Science Centre, Abingdon, United
Kingdom
Contact: tim. henderguka ea. org. uk

Abstract: A range of ITER relevant plasma stability issues have been studied in the JET tokamnak; these
include the effects of fast particles on sawteeth, control of NTMs via sawteeth seeds, scaling of (2,1) NTMI
thresholds and the effect of error fields on plasma rotation and vice-versa. The sawtooth studies have
examined both the effects of JCRF and NBI fast particles, and models used for ITER predictions have
been validated. Large sawteeth, due to fast particle stabilisation, have been shown to trigger m=3, n=2
NTMs at low beta. Conversely the use of ICCD to produce small short period sawteeth has been shown
to raise the NTMI beta-limit, suggesting the value of local current drive near q=1. The m=2, n=1 NTM,
which when destabilised results in severe degradation of plasma performance, has been studied in a joint
scaling experiment with the DIII-D tokamak. These experiments using closely matched non-dimensional
parameters (plasma shape, R/a, q, gyro-radius and collisionality) on DIII-D and JET show similar NTMW
beta-limits and consistent scalings. The issue of error field thresholds and their variation with plasma
rotation has also been studied, helping to clarify scalings to ITER. 110101011lii111111II!tlIl
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EX/S1-3 . Increased Stable Beta in DIII-D by Suppression of a Neoclassical Tearing Mode Using
Electron Cyclotron Current Drive and Active Feedback

R. . La Haye, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: lahayegision.gat. corn

Abstract: In DIII-D, the first real-time active control of the electron cyclotron current drive stabilization
of a neoclassical tearing mode (here m/n=3/2) is demonstrated. The plasma control system is put into a
wesearch and suppress" mode to make either small rigid radial position shifts (of order 1 cm) of the entire
plasma (and thus the island) or small changes in toroidal field (of order 0.5%) which radially moves the
second harmonic resonance location (and thus the rf current drive). The optimum position minimizes the
real-time mode amplitude signal. Stabilization occurs despite changes in island location from discharge-
to-discharge or from time-to-time. The neutral beam heating power is then programmed to rise after
mode suppression by the ECCD. The plasma pressure increases higher than the peak at the onset of the
neoclassical tearing mode until the magnetic island reappears. Real-time tracking of the change in location
of q=3/2 due to the Shafranov shift with increasing beta is necessary to keep the ECCD at the optimum
location in the absence of a mode. *Work supported by U.S. DOE under Contracts DE-AC03-99ER55463
and DE-ACO2-76CH03073. 1101111111111111l 11 11 iili
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EX/S1-4 . Neoclassical Tearing Modes on AUG: Improved Scaling Laws, High Confinement at
High fiN and New Stabilization Experiments

S. Guenter, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: guenter~ipp. mpg. de

Abstract: The accuracy of the scaling laws derived so far for the normalised beta values at the onset of
neoclassical tearing modes is limited as the results depend on the presence and magnitude of seed islands.
Therefore power ramp down experiments have been performed on ASDEX Upgrade, allowing to find a
scaling law for the critical 3 value at which the NTMs disappear. For (m,n)=(3,2) NTMs these critical
beta values have been found to scale nearly proportional to p*. As it has been recently found on ASDEX
Upgrade, at high 3 N values there is a regime in which (3,2) NTMs cause a much smaller confinement
degradation as one would expect from the 3 dependence of the saturated island size. The transition to this
regime allows high confinement (H = 1) at high beta values (N > 2.3) on ASDEX Upgrade in spite of the
presence of (3,2) NTMs. The plasma conditions for the transition into such a high confinement regime are
discussed in detail. Furthermore, new results on NTMA stabilization by localized ECCD will be presented,
showing that NT1\s remain stabilized even with increased heating power and thus normalized beta values
well above the NTM1 threshold.


